Edwards Signaling & Security Systems manufacturers a complete line of audible and visual signals for industrial and commercial applications. Their products include: buzzers, horns, chimes, sirens, klaxon signals, electronic signals, hazardous location signals, etc. From the bells that begin and end each session of the New York Stock Exchange to the complex signaling systems used in industrial, commercial, and security applications, Edwards products are designed to signal responsibly.
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Product Features

720
General Purpose Dixie Bell Fully Enclosed

- Low voltage
- AC and DC operation
- Attractive snap-on covers
- Enclosed binding posts
- Corrosion resistant metallic finish

Low cost, non-adjustable bell which may be operated off of a 590 transformer or DC power.

Universal economy bell widely used in homes, apartment houses, plants, OEMs. Especially suitable for AC powered security systems with battery standby.

For office installation, see Cat. No. 13 Series Bells or Cat. No. 15 Series and Cat. No. 115 Series buzzers. For combination bell and buzzer see Cat. No. 730 Dixie Buzabel.